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Abstract

Gas blanket systems are of interest for mainly two reasons.

First, plasma wall interaction effects are expected to be

considerably reduced due to the presence of the surrounding

neu*; al gas. Consequently the impurity radiation due to

iirp- • Lties origins 11-..J, from plasma wall interaction processes is

p : A oly eliminate- to a large extent. Second, the fueling

f / r future thermo • jri^ar reactor can take place in a natural

•«ty in gas biänke • •/i'froms in the sense that neutrals can diffuse

i /irds at a suit b:c vr.te to replace burnt fuel under certain

C -Editions. In thir; analysis we consider certain stability

spects of plasmas surrounded by neutral gas. In particular we

onsider the stability ol localized collisional drift modes, fin.the

.ool partially ic,:?'-;! ojund'-ry regions. In these regions

"arge pressure gi.'iie. s are expected due to plasma neutral gas

jiteraction effect.*, vt •> 3 concluded that stability is possible

••'ithin certain par.m•i:^r rar.qes due to the presence of several

stabilizing effecis u.;i3(dated with finite Larmor radius

and viscosity efforts and coupling between dissipative effects

directly or indir*-rtly j^rnected with plasma neutral gas

interaction prorc-u;;;.



1. Introduction

The energy confinement time in high density tokamak discharges

have been fond to scale linearly with ion density Ij-'Cl* Apparently

the discharge becomes more stable at higher densities, i.e. the

anomalous energy loss by predominantly electrons seems to be

reduced markedly. There are also experimental observations which

indicate that the effective ionic charge is reduced at high densities.

The cause of this effect is mainly attributed to a decrease in the

concentration of heavy impurities [2,3], These facts together with the

obvious advantages from the reactor economics point of view implies

that there is a strong impetus to work at relatively high ion

densities. Recently densities even being close to 10 cm have been

reached by means of the gas puffing technique in a few tokamak

experiments at comparatively high toroidal magnetic field strengths

[lr23. In general the maximum density in tokamaks is ultimately

limited by the occurence of global disruptive instabilities. At

densities of the order 10 cm and magnetic field strengths typical

of present day confinement devices the plasma core may become

surrounded by neutral gas with a density nearly comparable to that

c the plasr.13 i. . a gas blarket may be formed \}+-7j . Due to the

coolir.-j effects ~ tho neutrals the temperature at the plasma

.cjr.c ;) act is e:-.j ̂ cted to be of the order of a few electron volts

•n t' ~. systems. This meai 5 that the stabilizing effect of

i.Linir.i'r.'-averafî -T is 'v. obably reduced because of insufficient

li.iv- tving. Thr-; stabilizing effect of shear is also offset on

î 'j'.n* or collision?.! slfecta. Consequently* it becomes necessary

t-> investigate the possible existence of alternative stabilization

•".•v:ho-s in the bourr'jry regions. It is important to note that

t.ie presfiure ^rop across the boundaries could be relatively large,

the tempara'-ur'? is low, due to the large density

In a :'i-st attt-rapt to clarify the stability properties of

t.-.-j boundary layerH oi gas insulated plasmas Lehnert [8] considered

gravity driven fiute modes and found a strong stabilizing effect

ciu* to a joint viscous-resistive pressure effect. Recently this

?nvn£i;-gatirr. has been generalized including electromagnetic modes

and efiocto previously neglected [9]. In particular the coupling



between plasma and neutral gas was generalized and clarified to

some extent. This coupling being rather complicated and for instance

particular dependent on the compressibility of the modes considered.

Low frequency non-localized drift modes i.e. modes driven

by the diamagnetic drift motion due to a pressure gradient and

collisional effects parallel to the lines of force with a

relatively large transverse extension have also been investigated

£l(D] and found to be stabilized by the presence of the neutral

gas for a wide range of parameters. In this paper we extend

previous stability analysis and consider localized drift modes»

The content of this paper is organized as follows. In section

2 we discuss the basic equations and starting points. In section 3

we consider the equilibrium and perturbed states. Finally in

section 4 we summarize the main results and conclusions of the

present investigation.



2. Basic Equations and Starting Points

The analysis is restricted to characteristic lengths and times

scales sufficiently large in order for the macroscopic fluid equa-

tions to be valid. We consider a three component plasma consisting

of ions, electrons and neutrals. We essentially use the same assump-

tions as in a previous paper [9] with some obvious exceptions. The

basic equations then reads

3t (1)

dv
nnTOn WTT = (2)

•5s2'».
n

at + 7 .(nv) = (4)

n t = f + ^ x 3 - M + ! f i + l n n k g x 7T
n e n e 2B2

(5)

" ^ i n (v " Vn) (6)

P. <-° (7)

Here n = neutral particle density, n = charged particle density,

v »neutral fluid velocity, v = charged particle fluid velocity,
n

K ionization rate, m = ion mass, m = neutral particle mass,

neutral pressure tensor
ma

ion pressure tensor, vin

effective collision frequency between neutrals and ions,

nn <<rin in
cross section for elastic neutral ion

collisions, w, * relative velocity between ions and neutrals,
' in

average value over particle distributions, pA » ion scalar



pressure, p e = electron scalar pressure p = p. + p , p = neutrax

•calar pressure, y • ratio between specific heats for charged

particles, n » resistivity due to ion-electron collisions,

k « Boltznann's constant, } * current density, E = electric field,

B « magnetic field, e • electron charge, T ± « ion temperature,

and subscript (•) denotes equilibrium quantities. Furthermore

(8)

vn = - vp + VA V+ (9)

Here A = zero trace neutral pressure tensor 8̂,9.1» * = 2 e r o +

trace ion pressure tensor only including viscous effects L? »12J and A

zero trace ion pressure tensor only including finite Larmor radius

effects [ll]. We only consider plasmas with sufficiently high densities

and low temperatures in order for T=T =T. in the equilibrium state.

Further the analysis is restricted to time scales long enough in

order for this relation to hold also in the perturbed state. Further

we only consider perturbations for which the assumption of quasi-

neutrality is valid i.e.

j = O (10)

In addition the electric field is assumed to be potential

E = - 7(p

We consider a straight cylindrical (r,6,z) plasma neutral gas model

with the magnetic field in the polar direction. Equilibrium quanti-

ties depend on the radial coordinate only.



3. Stability

3.1 Equilibrium State

The analysis is restricted to the diffusion region of the

partially ionized boundary layers of gas insulated plasmas where

ionization and recombination effects play a negligible role [7].

Estimates of characteristic values of density and temperatures

of charged and neutral particles as well as characteristic scale

lengths will be taken from a previous investigation by Lehnert [7],

Other equilibrium quantities of interest are

y(p + P n)_3

7 (V
ne

(12)

(13)

nV(p + Pn) (14)

v
nmvin

+ 3 nnk7T
2 Wr~ (15)



3.2 Perturbed State

We will consider harmonic perturbation of the form

exp[i(k r + mö + k z - <ut)]. We define k_ = ~ . In order for the
IT Z 9 x

localized perturbation analysis to be valid we further restrict

tne analysis to kr >OG/dr)/G. Here G denotes equilibrium quanti-

ties. A curved bar (M denotes perturbed quantities.

From Ohm's generalized law we find that the perturbed current

density component along the lines of force 3» can be expressed as

14 ne
(16)

^ The current density component transverse to the magnetic field

"jx can be written using Eqs. (2),(6) and (10)

x

dv (17)
B

2 2 2Here kx = k + k_. We have here assumed that the plasma fluid

motion is mainly incompressible for the modes considered. This

implies that the presence of neutral gas can be accounted for by

introducing enlarged mass m_ and viscosity coefficient u [sf] .

At first hand it could seem as if even rather slught deviation from

incompressible plasma motion would affect the plasma neutral gas

coupling rather strongly. This is however not the case as is shown

in Appendix A. We thus find see also Ref. [8,93

(18)

(19)

(20)
eff

veff = nn <Onn w n > + n<°in win > (21)



IK = 2.7 x 10
-47 n*ln(A)

(22)

Here a = cross section for neutral collisions, w = relative
nn n

velocity between neutrals, A = ratio between impact parameter and

Debye length. From Ohm's generalized law we find that the trans-

verse component of the charged particle fluid velocity v can be

expressed as

7
3

B7 neB*
y ^ n Vp 3 nnkVTe
^ n B*~ T 2B"

mc
55

(23)

For frequences being sufficiently large we can neglect ionization

effects in the continuity equation. Keeping dominating terms we find

n
n pn nu up

t»

ci ci
l-iA\

Here we have defined

run
(25)

ci m k^n" dr (26)

k YkT ,z dn
neB or (27)

pn neB dr" (28)

YnkTnkf

np
3 (y-1)

(29)



. .pp ne'B"

*
Substituting the expressions for v and n giver, by Eqs, (23)

and (24) into Eqs. (16) and (17) and also using Eq. (7) and the

requirement of charge neutrality gives the desired dispersion

relation. The first and second terms on the right hand side

of Eq. (17) gives contributions of the form

"T f * p .

(32)

^ here that only the first two terms in the expression

for v, Eq. (23), give contributions to lowest order since

kp > d(lnp)/dr and V x (Vf) = C, The other terms in Eq. (171

give contributions of the form

[ 2_ x V p ] = -4i — n (33)
B2 dr

<J + —
»2 w B d r ne

ci

Here to .=ion gyration frequency. The derivation of Eqs. (34)

is not quite trivial (see Appendix B ) . After considerable amount

of algebra we find that the final dispersion relation can be

expressed in the following way.

ni2 - [ u) + m - i !';) + (>) + <•> _.) 1 w +p pn np u x

+ u) 2 - SJ ' t + 'l! '. - IJJ ( U) + 2 ») ) ~

g vi np p pn x rip up

- i [ e j ( 2 0 ) + < J O 1 + "• ' < ) + . '" H . w 2 + w (<> 1 = 0 ( 3 5 )
' n pn ' y p n ! u + g P Hp J l '

ci
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Here we have defined

u .run
ci c

(36)

(37)

LL ) 1/2
(38)

o

, dB
z dr n

"cV

(39)

(40)

3.3 Dispersion Relation

Let us first consider a few special cases of the general

dispersion relation given by Eq. (35). If we only consider

effect associated with the curvature of the magnetic field, finite

Larmor radius effects and ion inertia we arrive at the following

dispersion relation

2
CO -

2
;A> + U = 0 (41)

The stability criterion becomes

(42)
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which could be regarded as representing finite ta,rmor- radius

stabilization of curvature driven flute modes. If we on the

other hand neglect effects associated with the magnetic

curvature and all dissipative effects except the resistive

damping of electron motion along The lines of force we fiyid

u)
z - (ui - iuOo) - i 2u!_u> = 0 (43)

n •* •* n

I f we assume t h a t UJX << u> we f i n d

w = w + iu ) , ( 4 4 ) , u =-2iu> (45)
i n •* z x

The solution given by Eq. (44 ) essentially represents modes of the

drift type propagating in the direction of the electron diamagnetic

drift velocity. These modes are unstable due to the resistive damp-

ing of electron motion along the lines of force. Of course dissipa-

tive effects are always associated with damping effects, as repre-

sented by the term iw o, but in addition a phase difference is in-

troduced as represented by the torn i2w wn see Eq, (43J, Xn the

case of the resistive drift instability the second effect is the

dominating and becomes the formal reason for the instability, Itf

we now include effects associated with the curvature of the

magnetic field we just have to add &/ tc the left side of Eq, 0*3J,

The stability criterion becomes using the results in Appendix C

2u)n
2 + wq

2 < 0 (46)

This relation could be looked upon as representing magnetic cur

vature stabilization of a resistive drift instability.

At a first sight the stability criteria given by the relations

(42) and (46) seem to contradict one another since they do not

pass continuously into each other when k -»0. This paradox is
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resolved in the following way. The relation (42) essentially

represents a marginal stability criterion. Let us assume that

this relation is fullfilled. When taking into account dissipative

effects associated with resistive damping of electron motion

along the lines of force this leads in certain cases to unstable

modes. When k —> 0 then of course the growth rate of the unstable
ft 2

modes corresponding to Eq. (43) (with the additional u term)

goes to zero. However, for any finite value of tox unstable nodes

exist and since the stability criterion given by the relation (46)

only gives a yes or no type answer to the question of stability,

one cannot expect the criteria to pass continously into each other.

One could therefore regard the relation (42) as the relevant cri-

terion for the fast growing modes associated with the curvature effects

and the criterion (46) as the relevant criterion for slowly growing

dissipative modes.

Let us now consider the general dispersion relation given by Eq.

(35) using the results of the investigation in Appendix C. Thus the

stability criterion becomes

M wpn) " Vnp

Here

u>,.(2u)x n + ci) b) + u) U) +

u pn P np
%p + % + wx

»

(48)

In the following analysis we will assume wp » w

Let us briefly comment on the physical effects corresponding

to each term in this stability criterion. The first terra corresponds

to a destabilizing effect and is associated with the diamagnetic

drift motion. In the limit w x -» « this term equals 4un
2. The second

term corresponds to a weak stabilizing effect which arises due to

the joint action of finite Larmor radius effects represented by

the term to and the ambipolar electric field due to ion-neutral

collisions represented by u . This effect has previously been

discussed in connection with non-localized drift modes [lCf] . The third

term essentially represents finite Larmor radius stabili-

zation effects. In the limit u -+ <*> this term equals
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.Consequently the first three terms typically correspond

to a net destabilizing effect in this limit. This generally applies

for cases when |w. j > |u> j which is of main interest in this connect-

ion. The last three terms are essentially the same as derived in a

previous analysis [9]. Thus the fourth term represents effects

associated with the curvature of the magnetic field and a pressure

gradient. We are typically interested in cases when the modes are

localized in bad curvature regions of minimum-average-B system

i.e. w > 0. The stabilizing effects of minimum-average-B is

consequently offset due to insufficient magnetic-line tying because

of the large resistivity in the boundary layers. The term w tn

represents a stabilizing effect due to a joint viscous-resistive

pressure effect {jffj . This term arises due to the coupling of

two dissipative effects, namely viscous damping due to ion-neutral

and ion-ion collisions and damping due to resistive diffusion. The

last term finally represents a stabilizing effect for non-

flute type modes which also arises due to the coupling between two

dissipative effects. In this case it is the coupling between re-

sistive damping of electron motion along the lines of force repre-

sented by the term u>x and the damping effect due to diffusion across

the lines of force due to ion-electron and ion-neutral collisions

represented by the terms u> and u> respectively.

Let us first consider modes which are highly extended along

the lines of force i.e. w « u> , u> . For this case we find that

the destabilizing effect associated with the diamagnetic drift

motion represented by the first term on the left hand side of the

relation (47) is considerably reduced due to viscous effect repre-

sented by the UJ term in the denominator of the expression for w^.

Thus for this case we find for datas typical of the partially ionized
boundary iayers of gas insulated jJlAawnas and magnetic field curvature

characteristic of present day confinement devices that the joint

viscous-resistive pressure effects together with finite Larmor

radius effects dominate over the destabilizing effects associated

with the diamagnetic drift motion and the bad curvature of the

magnetic field.
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If we consider nodes with comparatively short wavelength
along the magnetic field lines i.e. a> » <.i , ;»> we find that

x \i up

the destabilizing effects associated with the diamagnetic drift

become increasingly important. However, at the same time the stabi-

lizing effect associated with the last term becomes operative and

for most cases of interest easily outbalances the first mentioned

destabilizing effect. Let us consider a numerical case i.e.

n = 1021m"*,|Vn/n| = 50 m "* , T = 3 x 10"K,$= 5/3, n n = 10
21ir. "3,

]7nn/nn| = 50 m"
1, B = 1 T, 'VB/B| = 2 m*1, T R = 3 x 10* K. In or-

der to justify the macroscopic treatment of the balance of the

neutrals we have to restrict the K values i.e. k « 10/X in
Here Xin

mean free path for ion neutral collisions. Further

in order for the localized theory to be valid we have to choose

k r » 10 (Vn/n). Thus lO2!»"1 « k « , k , k « 10*m

typically. For this particular example w e find that' the stability
criterion is quite easily satisfied.
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4. Summary and Conclusions

Previous stability analysis of the partially ionized boundary

layers of gas insulated plasmas for relatively high frequency flute

and ballooning type modes have been extended "to include also low
frequency drift type modes.

The overall picture for low frequency modes is as follows.

The destabilizing effect associated with the diamagnetic drift

motion increases and finally saturates as the wavenumber component

along the lines of force increases. This destabilizing effect is

rather weak for modes which are highly extended along the lines

of force because of comparatively large viscous effects associated

with plasma neutral gas interaction. Another destabilizing effect

is associated with the bad curvature of the magnetic field. For

modes which are highly extended along the lines of force, these

effects become rather easily outbalanced for most cases of interest

by a strong stabilizing mechanism associated with the coupling

between two dissipative effects, namely dMpJlng r^ue t o resistive

diffusion across the lines of force and damping due to rather strong

viscous effects associated with ion-neutral collisions, In addition

there is a stabilizing effect associated with the finite Larmor

radius of the ions. For mores with comparatively short wavelengths

along the field lines another staiilizing mechanism Becomes operative

and counteracts the increasing destabilizing effect associated

with the diamagnetic drift motion. This stabilizing effect

is associated with the joint action of the resistive damping

of the electron motion along the lines of force and diffusion

across the field lines due to ion-neutral and ion-electron colli-

sions. For data typically of the partially ionized boundary layers

we have found that the stabilizing effects dominates within a wide

range of parameters for low frequency modes of the drift type.

Consequently, in corroboration with previous investigations,

several strong stabilizing mechanisms associated with plasma

neutral gas interaction effects and finite resistivity are present

in the boundary layers of gas insulated plasmas. This applies for

flute as well as non-flute type modes in relatively high

as well as "low frequency regimes.
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;•:ivr.TLres.• ibi ' i i ty Effects on the Plasma Neutral Gas Coupling

in a [prr-viou.s paper [ 9 ] we analyzed rather extensively the coup-

>ifi' between plasma and neutral gas assuming incompressible charged

_,iii ieie motion. In particular we investigated neutral gas pressure

->nd density gradient effects.

\c will now extend this analysis and investigate effects associated

vi.th compressible charged particle motion. The fluid velocity of

charged particles transverse to the lines of force is given by Eq.

(23}. This motion is to lowest order incompressible in the parame-

i:ei fiiiKje of interest. Considering for instance effects associated

wi i-w t i'V.. third term on the rignf: hand .side of Fq. (23) we find that

''-.• !•• i>ii I'/r: froi1."; .inrrompre-ssib.'.lity can be expressed in a smallness

par.i.r\>: zo.r c~ in t.hf» following way

(A 1)

ikr n •• X (A 2)

f f̂.•r̂ tK in Kq.

i>t- t.rp.Jted in •"'

: v-' oviior of th3

.! associated with compressible plasma motion

in-i. j at: way. Assuming characteristic frequences

.irh. "roqaensy we find that, an order of magni-

» 0(i) (A 3)

1 .< -Vn/n. The coupling coefficients between plas.na and neutral

c-tn be ,'oun.i by substituting the expressions for v and v given
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by Eqs. (Al) - (A2) into the equation describing the momentum

balance of the neutrals Eq. (2) also using the continuity equation

for the neutrals Eq. (1). The coupling coefficients H and H are

defined in the following obvious manner

vr - Vnr (A 4) * Hzvnz (A 5)

The motion of charged as well as neutral particles along the

lines of force is neglected. After a considerable amount of

algebra one finds the following expressions for H and H [ 9 ]

H. in
+ IT? V

vinnm

n

Vt +
kz f

H.

a - i
i

v l n n m

kTn

n

(A 6)

(A 7)

a (A 8)

a
2 w nn (A 9)

v i n = v i n nm
- it»)

n mn n
nm (A 10)

f -

1 + e

1 - e (A 11)

Here k = d(lnn )/dr. As pointea out in a previous paper C$1

it is sufficient for purposes of deriving the dispersion

relation, to investigate a H function defined in the following way
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kr Hz kz Hr " kl (A 12)

The coupling coefficients H and H only appears in the final
x Z

dispersion relation in this particular form. Considering this

H function we can find several smallness parameters

e - 5 s (A 13)
1 Kr

c2 =
in

o W k.2
i n J.

(A 14)

vin n m k z

a kT_ k,2
2 n 1

(A 15) e» =
wv. nxnin

n n

(A 16)

e5 =
uk, 2

nmvin

(A 17)
n m IDn n

nmvin

(A 18)

We then obtain

H
l+e5-ie6

"1 ,.2 - ie.

k

Expanding in terms of the smallness parameters we find

i

(A 19)

k2k2

H » [- £ + iE + i 3—5-
5 6 1,^

(A 2 0 )

Here i, j + 8. Note here that although the deviation from incompressible

plasma motion is of order e, the correction due to this effect in
2

tie final dispersion relation is of order e . Consequently effects

associated with the third term on the right side of Eq. (23) can be

neglects^ Compared to viscous and inertia effects corresponding to the

first two terms in Eq. (A20) in considering the plasma neutral gas

coupling provided
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2 2
knkz

V n mn n

« 1 (A 21)

k 2k 2

Si K2 « 1 (A 22)

In an analogous way we find that effects associated with com-

pressional charged particle notion due to ion electron collisions,

represented by the fourth and fifth term and inertia and friction

due to ion-neutral collisions represented by the last terms on

the right hand side of Eq. (23) can be neglected provided

,v«l "" vin kzkn,

uce n n V k±2
(A 23)

vei n m Vin kzkn, « 1 (A 24)

b>
ce

o>

U)ci

K
at

"ci

k 2
nm v

in

ci nn mn w

nracvin kz kn

k k2 n
k 2

I « 1

(A 25)

(A 261

= 0(k r). Here v g i = collisionWe have here also assumed that z r

frequency between electrons and ions, w = electron gyro frequency

and at . = ion gyro frequency. The first and second terms thus remain

to lowest order, and these terms are incompressible here.

The inequalities (A20) - (A26) can typically be satisfied

within quite large parameter ranges for datas typical of the

partially ionized boundary regions.
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Appendix B

Finite Larmor Radius Effects

Contributions from finite Larmor radius effects in the ion

pressure tensor in the final dispersion relation involves ex-

pressions of the type V • t(B/B2) x vt£]

In evaluating this^relation we **ill use t*>e expression for

the ion pressure tensor K in a cartesian coordinate system

(x', yf, z') with an appropriate transformation

(x' •*• z, y' •+ r and z' •+ r«) D-lJ • This procedure is justified

provided r d (In n ) / dr >> 1, r d (In T)/dr >> 1 and

d (In B)/d (In n) << 1. Thus

V " (Bl)

(B2)

<Wzz - Wrr>

nkT

uci

Wjk - vj,k + vk,j - 3 6j

(B3)

(B4)

(B5)

Here ,z denotes derivatives with respect z etc. Using Eqs. (Bl)-(B5)

and splitting t into two parts for reasons which later will

be obvious, we find

= vfl
 + v

iV: t( r "

(B6)

z] (B7)

zl (B8)
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where to lowest order

I v. (B9); v =
x l

BxVQj
i>2

BxVp

2 neB3 neB

1 £ (B 10)
n

The expressions for Vj and V2 can formally

be written v. = (f.*. _r - f.*. z) i = 1 2
1 1 i t z 1 i , r '

Using this fact and rewriting

tractable.

the analysis becomes more

Thus

1 ( V i - r n {v[f3 l é. +
T i ,zz

(B 11)

In evaluating 7 • [(B7B2)XVA]

the algebra is considerably reduced due to the fact that the
curl of the gradient tern) on the r îglit hand ajde of Eq;, (Bi l l vanishes

We thus find

V [ | 2
12)

ne

13)

P

a =

uci ^

d(lnn)
d(inp)

(B 14)

(B 15)
_ J
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Furthermore using the expression for v, we find

lB 3 i 2 * B2 ne

Finally using the fact that

d (In p)/d(ln n) we find adding Eqs. (B12J, (B13) and (B16)

Ba
* g) <B 17,
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Appendix C

Algebraic Stability Analysis

C I Generalized Routh's and Hurwitz" Criterion

He use the following general theorem given by Harder

Given the polynomial

F(z) = zn + (A. +x + ••' +

let us form the determinants A. » A. and

' A 3 ' A 5 ' ' A21c-1' B 2 ' B 4 '

A 2'
 A 4 ' ' A2k-2' " B l f ~ B 3 '

+ iB )n n

' B2k-2

' ~B2k-3

real).

0, 0, 0, *•*, Ak, 0, 0,

0, B 2, B4,

0» B^, Bj/
#
 B2k-3

' A2k-3

' A2k-4

0, 0, 0, •**, Bk, 0, 0, ••'

for k » 2, 3, ..., n, with A^ « B^ « 0 for j > n. Let us

denote by p and q the number of zeros of F (z) in the half-

planes R (z) > 0 and R (z) < 0. If A. ft 0

for k - 1, 2, ..., n, then

and
,...,i

n'

.„ J
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Here V(f.., f_, ... fn) equals the number of variations of sign

in the sequence f,, f_, ..., f . Let us now apply this theorem for

a polynomial with n = 2. The relevant A, and A- parameters can be

expressed in the following way

Al (C ^ å2

"B

-B,

0 B2 A,

(C 2)

Consequently the number of zeros of F (z) in the halfplane

Re z>o corresponds to

p - V (1, <C3)

It is quite easy to show that p also corresponds to the number

of zeros in the halfplane Im (z) >o for the polynomial F(z),

using the transformation z •*• -iz

Here F (z) is given by

A <y A

F{z) = z + (A, H IB, (C 4)

Al = ~ B1' Bl ' A2 " ~ A2' B2 * "B2 (C 5)

Consequently the condition which has to be satisfied in order

for F(z) to have no zeros in the halfplane Im(z) >o corresponds

to

A A

B, >o (C 6) Bx B2 < 0 (C 7)
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C II Nyquist Technique

The Nyquist criterion states essentially that the

number of zeros N minus the number of poles N of a given

function F(z) within a certain region in the complex z plane

equals the number of terms the origin is encircled in the

complex F plane as one moves along a curve bounding the region

of interest. This means

° p 2n dz

A

Let us investigate the number of zeros of the function F(z)

given by Eq. (C 4) in the halfplane Im(z) >o. Obviously N » 0.

There are essentially four different types of Nyquist plots

shown in Figs 1-4 of the function F as one moves along the

real z-axis from - °» to + « and then back along a large semi-

circle in the plane Im(z) >o. These plots can be classified

according to whether the mapping of w = +°° is located in the upper
(ImF>0) or lower (ImF<0) half F plane, corresponding to B >0 or
* 1
B1<0 respectively, and whether the intersection of the mapping of

the real axis in the w-plane with the real axis in the F-plane

is located in the left (ReF<0) or right (ReF>0) halfplane correspond-

ing to A<0 or A>0 respectively.

Here

A ^ A A /. A A ^

A - B2* - Ax Bx B 2 + A2 Bx (C 9)

One easily finds

B1>0 , A<0 •* NQ=0 (C 10)

B1>0 , A>0 * N0-l (C 11)

B1<0 , A>0 •> NQ=a (C 12)

Bx<0 , A<0 •*• NQ=2 (C 13)
A

Consequently the stability criterion becomes B. >0 and A<0, which

agrees with the result in the previous section.
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C III Heuristic Approach

Considering once again the complex polynomial F(z) given by

Eq. (C 4) one immediately realizes that a necessary condition

for both zeros to be located in the halfplane Im(z) <0 is

B, >0 since B, equals minus the sum of the imaginaiy parts

of the zeros. In a marginal case corresponding to one zero

being pure real, we find equating the real and imaginary parts

of F (z) separately to zero

m B,
(C 14)

B,
- A.

B.
(C 15)

It seems plausible that provided the relation (C 15) is strictly

positive or negative this would always correspond to either two

zeros with negative imaginary parts or one zero with negative

and the other with a positive imaginary part. We easily find,

by performing an expansion about the marginal state that two

zeros with negative imaginary parts is equivalent to require

that the left side of Eq. (C 15) being strictly negative provided

B1>0. The stability criterion thus found agrees also with the results

in Appendix CI and CII.
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Legends to Figures

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Nyquist plot of F(z) for Bi>0 and A<0

Nyquist plot of F(z) for Bi>0 and &?i0

Nyquist plot of F(z) for Bi<0 and A>0

Nyquist plot of F(z) for Bi<0 and
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ON THE STABILITY OF LOCALIZED DRIFT MODES IN THE BOUNDARY

LAYERS OF HIGH DENSITY GAS
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Gas blanket systems are of interest for mainly two reasons.

First, plasma wall interaction effects are expected to be

considerably reduced due to the presence of the surrounding

neutral gas. Consequently the impurity radiation due to

impurities originating from plasma wall interaction processes is

probably eliminated to a large extent. Second, the fueling

of a future thermonuclear reactor can take place in a natural

way in gas blanket systems in the sense that neutrals can diffuse

inwards at a suitable rate to replace burnt fuel under certain

conditions. In this analysis we consider certain stability

aspects of plasmas surrounded by neutral gas. In particular we

consider the stability of localized collisional drift modes,

in the cool partially ionized boundary regions. In these regions

large pressure gradients are expected due to plasma neutral gas

interaction effects. It is concluded that stability is possible

within certain parameter ranges due to the presence of several

stabilizing effects associated with finite Larmor radius

and viscosity effects and coupling between dissipative effects

directly or indirectly connected with plasma neutral gas

interaction processes.

Key words: Gas blanket, localized stability, collisional drift

modes, resistivity, viscosity, ion-neutral collisions.


